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A theorem of the second author is used to strengthen, generalize 
several results concerning general group divisible dcqigns. 
and shorten the proofs of 
Various authors have dealt with the notion of a generalized group divisible 
design 1[1,2,3]. In most cases this is taken to be a l-design (constant block sizes 
and replications\ with a partition of the treatments such that the number of blocks 
containing two distinct treatments depends only on the cells of the partition 
containing them. Many results concerning tactical deco;rrpositions of such designs 
are proven by rather long, tedious matric calculations. Viewiny the incidence 
matrix of these (and even more general) designs as carrying a linear transforma- 
tion, tactical decompositions have a natural geometric interpretation and many 
results admit fairly straightforward proofs and, in fact, in the more general setting 
we propose stronger results are evident. In particular the work of Bose [5] 
concerning normal (classical)1 group divisible designs is seen to be considerably 
more general. A main tool is the following algebraic duality Theorem [6]. F 
cenotes an arbitrary field, Fk the /.:-dimensional vector space over F and ,I is the 
identity map. 
S Let 3 be an I-divzensiortaI subspace of F5 and 9 be an m- 
dimensional subspace of 
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be linear transformations and 0 f d E F be such that 
X(S) c 9, and 
Range(XY - dl) c 9. 
I+ u s b + rn with equality if and only if 
Y(Y) c 3, und 
Range( YX - dl) c 3. 
The proof is quite direct and available in [6] where several applications also 
appear. 
Throughout we use I for the identity (matrix or map) J for the matrix of all 
ones, 1 for the row vector of all ones and A’ for the transpose of A. Subscripts 
indicate sizes where appr.)priate. 
For positive integers v, h and Y)Z let := (q r, r/2, . . . , q,,,) be an ordered integral 
nartition’of u (qi > 0, c .r/i = u) and let A = (A,,) be an nr X YIE symmetric matrix. An ‘ 
arrangement, 9, of E) objects into b sets such that some u X b treatment-block 
incidence matrix N satisfic3s 
NN’ = dl + (h,jJ, ): q,) (2.1) 
(in block form) with d # 0 will be called a weak group divisible design, 
, A) or WGDD(d, , A), af order d. Notice that a given arrange- 
nto sets may be v wed as weakly group divisible in more than 
one way and that any arrangement with incidence matrix N is WGDD( 
dl) for any d # 0. Also note that replications within any group 
1 i . . , Ci qj)) are required to be constant (d + A,,) but may vary from group to 
gioup and nothing is required of block sizes. The cla ical group divisible designs 
[lG] are, in this terminology WGDD@, b, r--Al, n ,,, (A, -A,)],, + A2J,,,) with 
ccnstant block size k. (Here there are IB groups each of size II.) 
Let 9 be a WGDD(c, b, d, , A). We call 9 symmetrical if v = b and regular If 
rank(N) = u. A symmetrical WGDD will he said to have the dual property if the 
dual design, 9”, corresponding to N’ is WC;DD , a) for suitable 
and /l = 0 we call 9 normal ( = NW). Notice 
] calls the dual property for the GDD case. There, howe 
shall see that the notions coi:Cde (Theorem 3.1). By a decomposition o 
mean a partition of the columns of N (blocks of 9) according to say 
== (p l., . . . * PI), (2.2) 
artition of b = C pi (Fi > 0) SO that in block form: 
(2.3) 
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where Nii is of size qi x I+. We may refer to the decomposition ( 
it being understood that the row partiuon is according to th 
(2.1), i.e. by the vector The decompcjsition ( , p) of (2.3) is called row tart&l 
with m x 1 row sum matrix 
if 
We call 
if 
We say 
R = (rii) (2.4) 
NijJ=rijJ (lSi<m, ISiSI). (2.5) 
the decomposition colurn~ tacticd with m x i column sum matrix 
K = (kj) (2.6) 
JNij=bjJ (lSiQlz, lsisl). (2.7) 
) is tactical if it is both row and column tactical. 
Given the decomposition p) of (2.3) we put ), the row decomposition 
spctce, as the span in nz vectors 
(2.8) 
We define dually the column decor ) is 
row tactical if and only if 
(2.9) 
Before proceeding we should note that the preceding definitions refer essentially 
to a particular incidence matrix N for the arrangement 9. Indeed most of what we 
have to say is strictly matrix theoretical and does not even require that N be a 
(0, 1) matrix. We begin with the following (see [2,3,6]). 
. Let 9 he a WGDD(d, rl, A) with (q, ) a row tactical decomposi- 
tion, r\= (q. . . . , rl,A I~JL= (PI, . . . ,~d. K&n 
v+1e+m (2.10) 
with equality if and on!ly if f ) is tactical and the dual 9 * is a WGDD(d, 
for sorIte 1 X 10. 
. Apply Theorem 1.1 with X = N, Y = N’. R = 9’( 
ange(N’N - dl) C_ sC( a) is the claim in the t ‘leorem for 9:“. 
4f ( ) ?,e a tactical decomposl’tiorz of the 
above with row and um~z sum matrices t2nJ 
diag(q,, . . . , q,,,) ami =diag(p,, . . . , p& 
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f. In the bases indicated for 9’( ) R is the matrix of N restricted to 
he matrix of N’ restricted to sP( ). The right-hand side of 
(2.1 l(a)) is the matrix of NM’ restricted to Y(q). (2.1 l(b)) is elementary counting. 
Suppose that 9 is a WGDD(d, q, A I and its dual 9* is a WGDD(d, 
t’ + L = b + m atjd det A # 0. Then Y(q) is the range (column space) of ZVRI’- d1. 
The rank of Y’N - cdl is h minus the multiplicity of d as an eigenvalue of N’N 
which is the same as d’s multiplicity in NN’. Since b - c + nz = 1 the range of 
N’N-dl is Y(p), i.e. det J2# 0. Further 
N(N’h)-dI)=(NN’-dI)N, 
W(NN’--dl) =(WN-dl’jN’ 
(2.12) 
$ay that Ni.Y(p)) G P’(q) and NW($) E Y(p), i.e. (q, p) is tactical. Let us say the 
WGDD(d. q. 4 ), has the tight dual property if 
(i) 9* is a WGDD(d, yl, fl), 
(ii) det A 74 0, (2.13) 
(iii) u + 1 = b t HI. 
We have then proven 
ewe 2.3. lf 9 is Q we& group divisible design with the tight dual property the 
treatment and block groupings‘ form a tactical decomposition of 3. 
Adding symmetry (u = b) strengthens this to 
. Let 9 be a syrnmerrical WGDD 
in the above notation, 
ki) hj, p) is tactical. 
(b) A P and fJM are cospectra!. 
with the tight dual property. Then, 
and A + .C! is irreducible, then q = p = n 
if and only if R = K. 
, then R = K md RR’= dl+ UIA, R’R = dl -t- ~0. 
(2.14) 
(a) is from Theorem 2.3. (b) comes from (2.11(a)) and its dual noting that 
as u =‘b, I= 111 so that RK’ and K’Rare square matrices. Specializing (2 
gives [d). Finally observe with R! = K we have 4P and 
symmetric matrices. ‘Then as A and 0 are symmetric wii # 8 or Ai, f- 8 implies 
rli = rli* 
;ark LI connection with (2.13(c)) 
le is not very i 
era1 for WGDD(Q, 
ere one can se 
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essentially has the form 
so the ‘heart’ of the design is in the connected components. We thereLre assume 
hencer”orth that A is irreducible. 
Also as regards (2.13(b)) notice if ( , p) is tactical e\/en in the general case IP 
and OM are almost cospectral, differing only in the multiplicity of -d. 
Now (2.13(d)) suggests that the matrix R, a sort of projection. of ZV, might carry 
an interesting design in itself in some cases. This has been noted in the group 
divisible case by Bose and extends to this general situation. We see easily that R 
itself is a (0, 1) matrix if and only if Ai, = 0 (i = 1,2, . . . , m). In particular this 
means IV is a l-design with rc~w sum r = d. 
core .5. If, in Theorem 2.4. q=cJ1= nl and Aii=O (i= 1,. . . , m) R is the 
incidence matrix of a symmetrical WGDD(d, 1. qn). 
Also, as in the group divisible case a further extension is possible-if a linear 
transform of R is a (0, 1) matrix or essentially if R has only two distinct entries. 
heorem 2.6, Let 9 be a symmetri ~1 WGDDld, q 7 A) MJtth Aii = 1”. 
(i=l,..., m), r = d + A. Suppose that (q%, ?;I) is a taclicaj decorngosifion of 3 
with row SUFIZ matrix R (2.4). if cy and 6 are real numbcvs with 9 < cu satisfying 
a@z--r(ai-P)+d-l-hq=O (2.15) 
then either 
(A) /3 < rij < (Y for some (i, j). or 
(BJ rij E (CC f3) for all i and j 
arzd the linear transform 
is the (0, 1 )-incidfnce matrix of a WGDD(d/(cr --- p)‘, . aA + t~.f) for sllitabk a and 
b. 
. Note NJ = r.1 and RJ = r9 so we may calculate the matrix 
E(E’- J). Its (i, i) element is 
where (Y = ~;y, p = (x - 1)/y. Taking y >O loses only compk ments. If (2.14) holds 
er some eij satis 
m for the row sums rij. 
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Notxe, in conclusion, if /3 = Q( - 1 is an integer in 
Theoxm 2.6 cannot occur. 
(2.14), then option (A) of 
ens a 
We begin by specializing the above theory to classical group divisible designs 
(GDD) which we recall are WGDD(u, b, r - A,, n ,,,, (A 1 -A#,, + A&,) with con- 
stant block size k. We note the following two results concerning the normality of 
such designs. 
Let 9 be a symmetrical group divisible design with the tight dual 
property. The13 9 is normal. 
Befare proceeding with the proof ;‘:‘e nole our hypothesis amounts to 
A, + h2. (det A # 0) and the dual, 9*, is weakly group divisible of the same order 
and aJso having ytz groups. In the above nGiation we have 
RK’ = dl+ n.4, K’R = dl+ l2M (3.1) 
so that 3s OM and nA are cospectral we may put 
OR/I= 1?(A* -h2)1+(O!ipj) (3.2) 
for suitable ai., [$. Since J? is symmetric we obtain 
Uli”i = C/3i (1 =’ 1, m s * 7 Ill) (3.3) 
for a suitable constant c. Now computing: WK’R from (3.1) yields 
r&JR = R(cxJ3,) (3.4) 
or 
(3.5) 
The last eq?lality coming from the count of incidences in the jth group of 
blocks. Now (3.51 shows that II TiCa, is independent of i SO that the pi are 
proportional to the II+ which, i;: the presence of (3.3) makes the tYi all equal to 
say, a. Then from (3.2) we have for if: j /.L,itltj = Cllfli = hztlti since (3.5) HOW rea 
T(Y~, -= h,mir. Thus pi, = Ag f;Jr ifj. Of course since r=d+pii=d+Al,pii=Al 
and .5 is normal 2s asserted. The results of the last section may nolw be seen as 
generalization of Rose’s results &j. We may also Qbserve the following: 
rouis 
Let N be the incidence m ltrix of a syrnrnetrical g 
of size n. Then N is normal if and only if ( 
de~,o~~os~ti~)~~ of N. 
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If N is normal, Theorem 2.4 (or N$UV’) = (NN’N) gives the Ixesult. The 
._onverse comes frodn Theorem 2.1 and 3.1. 
We remark here that Theorem 2.1 may be seen to generalize various results 
regarding resolutions of GDD’s and extends some of these to a-resolvability. We 
refer to [ 10. Chapter 81 e.g. 
A WGDD(u, u, d, q, A), 9, with rank A = 1 5 a so-called uniform multiplicative 
design [7,8, 111. If ‘9 = 01 t where (v = (cu,, cy2, . . . , CYJ the partition vector q = 
(771, l * a. q,,,) may be chosen to correspcnd to equal components in cy which we 
assume are grouped consecutively. The normal case with m = 2 is considered 
extensively in [8] where it is shown that (q, q) is tactical. For M = 3 this rctsult has 
been obtained by Hammond [9] and rnaj be seen 3s a corollary to Theorem 2.4 as 
follows. As rank .2 L-- 1 we are far from the tight dual property which requires 
det I + 0. If A is the incidence m*jtrix of 3. howttver, put 
and ~1 becomes thz nonsingular matrix: 
We close with an example illustratin, u various of our results taken from the 
Haemers-Beker construction [4] of a (‘7 1,15,3) symmetric block design. We build 
a symmetric weakly group divisible design on _ 6 points which, for ease elf 
notation. we describe in dual form. Our poinrs will be the 56 subsets of 
F = GF(@, T, of size four with &rVl x#O.ForTSFanda,bEFweuseaT+b= 
{a! + b 1 ,F c: T} and T’ denotes {t’ 1 r E ‘s). For a family, B, of subsets of F, nB + h = 
(aT+ h 1 5’ E R}. We label the blocl<s of our design, 9, as S(a, h) for ~1. hE F, Q # h 
and take F generated over GF(2: by CY with ~1~ = cx + 1. Following 1.43 then one 
puts 
Now let 
) and (Q,F)=(a+;,Em I)+a. 
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One may verify 
(9 W, 6) n SW, 4 = fl, 
(ii) IS(a, b) n S(c, cl)\ = 2 if a + b L= c + d, (a, b) # (c, d), (a, b) # (d, c), 
(iii) IS(a, b) n S(c. d)( = 3 if a -+ bf c + 
So the design, D, is weakly group divisible with 25 groups of size 2. Here 
‘1 = [(3J, - I,)@&]- 21Z8 <and = 12. Further S(a, b) never contains both a 4-set 
T and its complement ‘I; = F\T so that grouping S(a, 6) with Sib!. 
gives a row tactic:,1 decomposition of 9 with 28 pcint and b 
equality holding in (2.10). Since A is nonsingular 9 has then in view of Theorem 
2.1 the tight dual property. = 0 and so Corollary 2.5 produces a 
design 8 which is WGDD( 12, ,2A) on 28 points which is, in fact, a GDD with 
A 1 = 4, h2 = 6 having 7 groups of size 4. According to (2.13) and Theorem 3.1 the 
design ~8 is normal so that 4 = 0 in (2.13) and the original design 9 is normal as 
may be verified directly. 
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